
21 Quick Service Station Tips Tick

1

Make sure that the Sunday newspapers you receive every week are actually counted and not just 

dumped by the supplier and paid by the cashier.

2

Put up a notice to remind employees to get dressed in their uniform first, and only then clock in for the 

shift.

3 Make sure your Distribution Board (DB) is labelled and that the main power switch is clearly visible.

4

Put a hand sanitizer unit at the door between your kitchen and the food display area, whenever a food 

handler walks from the kitchen to help a customer, they sanitize their hands. That shows customers that 

food hygiene is taken seriously.

5 Use a piece of rubber tubing from any bicycle tyre to open radiator caps.

6 Make sure your First Aiders and Fire Team members have a H&S appointment letter on file.

7

Make sure you have a few low price, and a few high priced items at your cashier area. Impulse buys from 

customers don't have to be for low price items only.

8

Get WhatsApp for Business using your site's land line number. Then, download the app on your Android 

device. Lastly, post the number in the shop and customer toilets asking customers for feedback. You can 

setup automated responses that tell customers their message was received and will be handled during 

office hours.

9

Take a black magic marker and write the required temperatures near the temperature gauge, making 

sure it's out of view to customers. That way you never have to wonder if the fridge, freezer, pie warmer 

or display unit is outside the temperature limits.

10

Check your ATG's calibration by dipping manually every hour for 10 hours while also drawing an ATG 

report at the same time. Compare both sets of numbers on a graph to see if there is a consistent variance 

which could indicate the ATG needs calibration.

11

Instruct your merchandisers and cleaners to greet customers every time a customers walks into the shop. 

Usually they say nothing, which doesn't create an inviting atmosphere for customers.

12

Make a list of all the debit orders going off your site's business account. Check the start date, end date, 

escalation and reason for the debit order. You may find items that should've stopped months ago.

13

Remind your back office not to give any account information, airtime pins, or customer details to anyone 

over the phone. And not to accept a fax as proof that money was deposited in the business account. They 

must wait for confirmation that it shows on the bank statement.

14

Schedule all new employees for induction training. A bit of time spent at the beginning can save you a lot 

of trouble later.

15

Change your POS passwords frequently and don't re-use the same ones over and over. Make sure 

cashiers can't see your password when you enter it on the POS.

16

Check your municipal waste bill, specifically if you're being charged for waste bin pickups more frequently 

than you're really getting, or for more bins than you really have.

17 Remind managers that they have the right to stop any work by a contractor that they think is unsafe.

18

Make sure floats are never passed from one cashier to another. Every float must go to the back office to 

be counted, otherwise cashiers can roll the floats from shift to shift.

19 Make sure that a different employee double-checks variances on stock counts, not the same employee.

20

Remind your merchandiser to write the temperature of the truck and the stock on the invoice as he/she 

receives it.

21

To maintain a close eye on your cash flow, create a weekly spreadsheet (with graph) to compare your 

bank balance to your working capital requirement.

22

We said 21, but here's another. Get 'tasksafe' and make your oil company health & safety requirements 

quicker and easier to complete.


